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Cognitive radio technology is a smarter, faster, and more efficient way to transmit information to and from fixed, mobile, other wireless communication devices. Cognitive radio builds upon software-defined radio technology. A cognitive radio system is 'aware' of its operating environment and automatically adjusts itself to maintain desired communicationsits like having a trained operator inside the radio making constant adjustments for maximum performance. Operating frequency, power output, antenna orientation/beamwidth, modulation, and transmitter bandwidth are just a few of the operating parameters that can automatically be adjusted on the fly in a cognitive radio system. 

Fette has constructed a cutting-edge volume that hits all of the important issues including research, management, and support. Cognitive techniques will be discussed such as position and network awareness, infrastructure and physical and link layer concerns. Though still a nascent technology, cognitive radio is being pushed by the US military and for mission-critical civilian communications (such as emergency and public safety services).

*The first book on a revolutionary technology that will be critical to military, emergency, and public safety communications 
*A multi-contributed volume written by the leaders in this exciting new area 
*Describes the location-determination capabilities of cognitive radio (the precise location of all units in a cognitive radio network can be determined in real time)     

   Cognitive Radio is the Future of RF/Wireless, this Volume is Your Passport to that Future!

Few developments have created as much excitement among RF/wireless designers and engineers as cognitive radio. It seems almost magicala wireless network that is truly aware of its operating environment and adjusts its operating conditions (such as frequency and transmitter output power) to maintain desired communications and overcome interference. A solid working knowledge of cognitive radio concepts, principles, and applications will soon be essential knowledge for all RF/wireless professionals.

Answering this need, Dr. Bruce Fette has gathered together several experts on cognitive radio to shape this comprehensive guide. It begins with the foundations of cognitive and software-defined radio, and goes on to cover protocols employed by cognitive radio, as well as, hardware and software architectures, spectrum efficiency considerations, regulatory issues, and current application. Cutting-edge cognitive radio research is also considered with an emphasis on the future growth and progress of this technology. 

With this volume, youll have the background to master and apply todays cognitive radio technologies and understand tomorrows developments in the field.
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Inside the FDA: The Business and Politics Behind the Drugs We Take and the Food We EatJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
The Holiday Inn in Bethesda, Maryland, is an unassuming stucco building tucked sideways off a slow commercial street, across from a Pizza Hut, a gas station, and a mini-mart. You enter from the side driveway and climb up a wide, curving staircase to reach the Versailles II ballroom on the second floor.

On a sunny February morning in...
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Computer Graphics for Artists: An IntroductionSpringer, 2008

	Computer Graphics for Artists: an introduction is an application-independent, reader-friendly primer for anyone with a serious desire to understand 3D Computer Graphics


	Opening with the first and most basic elements of computer graphics, the book rapidly advances into progressively more complex concepts. Each of the elements,...
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Design Technologies for Green and Sustainable Computing SystemsSpringer, 2013

	This book provides a comprehensive guide to the design of sustainable and green computing systems (GSC).  Coverage includes important breakthroughs in various aspects of GSC, including multi-core architectures, interconnection technology, data centers, high performance computing (HPC), and sensor networks.  The authors address the...
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Modeling Financial Markets : Using Visual Basic.NET and Databases to Create Pricing, Trading, and Risk Management ModelsMcGraw-Hill, 2004


	Although this book follows the layout of a programming book, the

	underlying theme is financial modeling and quantitative trading

	system development. In a sense, this book really marries four

	disciplines—computer science, quantitative finance, trading strategy,

	and quality development—into one, financial engineering....
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Core JSPPrentice Hall, 2000
In recent years, a large amount of software development activity has migrated from the client to the server. The client-centric model, in which a client executes complex programs to visualize and manipulate data, is no longer considered appropriate for the majority of enterprise applications. The principal reason is deployment—it is a...
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SEO 2017 Learn Search Engine Optimization With Smart Internet Marketing Strateg: Learn SEO with smart internet marketing strategiesCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2016

	Most of the search engine optimization advice on the Internet is wrong!


	If you've sifted through the torrents of search engine optimization advice online, you may have noticed two things:


	- Most published SEO advice is either outdated or just dead-wrong.

	- Google's constant updates have made many...
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